Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New providers**

- *Provider: Canadian Research Knowledge Network (CRKN)*
  
  CRKN Canadiana collections Monographs  
  CRKN Canadiana collections Serials  
  *** CRKN Open Access Journals  

- *Provider: Swank Digital Campus (swank)*
  
  Swank Digital Campus Top 1000 Videos

**New collections**

- Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)  
  
  BBC Literary Adaptations in Video  

- Provider: CABI (cabi)  
  
  CAB eBooks Archive (2014-2016)  

- Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)  
  
  Cambridge 2020 EBA for CollexPersee  
  Cambridge eBooks: All Books  
  Cambridge eBooks and Partner Presses: All Books 2020  
  Cambridge eBooks: Humanities 2020  
  Cambridge eBooks: Law 2020  
  Cambridge eBooks: Medicine 2020  
  Cambridge eBooks: Science & Engineering 2020  
  Cambridge eBooks: Science, Technology, and Medicine Collection, All eBooks 2020  
  Cambridge eBooks: Social Sciences 2020
HeinOnline U.S. Presidential Impeachment Library

- Provider: HighWire Press (highwire)

SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2020 SUBC1420
SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1420
SAGE Communication and Media Studies Collection 2020 SUBC0120
SAGE Communication Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0120
SAGE Criminology Collection 2020 SUBC0220
SAGE Criminology Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0220
SAGE Education Collection 2020 SUBC0520
SAGE Education Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0520
SAGE Health Practices and Services Collection 2020 SUBC2220
SAGE Health Practices and Services Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2220
SAGE Human Resources Collection 2020 SUBC2420
SAGE Human Resources Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2420
SAGE Journals Clinical Medicine Shallow Backfile DCLMS2B
SAGE Journals Community College Subject Collection Backfile BCOL2720
SAGE Journals Community College Subject Collection SUBC2720
SAGE Journals Deep Backfile 2020
SAGE Journals Deep Backfile Clinical Medicine 2020
SAGE Journals Deep Backfile HSS 2020
SAGE Journals Deep Backfile Health Sciences 2020
SAGE Journals Deep Backfile STM 2020
SAGE Journals Deep Backfile Upgrade 2020
SAGE Journals Engineering Custom Collection SUBC2920
SAGE Journals Health and Medicine Custom Collection SUBC2820
SAGE Journals Health Sciences Backfile Upgrade 2020
SAGE Journals Health Science Shallow Backfile DHLTSS2B
SAGE Journals HSS Backfile Upgrade 2020
SAGE Journals HSS Shallow Backfile DHSSS2B
SAGE Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Collection 2020 SUBC1820
SAGE Journals Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Subject Collection Backfile
SAGE Journals Premier Clinical Medicine 2020
SAGE Journals Premier Health Sciences 2020
SAGE Journals Premier 2020
SAGE Journals Premier HSS 2020
SAGE Journals Premier STM 2020
SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection Backfile BCOL0620
SAGE Journals Public Libraries Subject Collection SUBC2620
SAGE Journals Public Libraries Subject Collection Backfile BCOL2620
SAGE Journals Shallow Backfile D220TBDL
SAGE Journals STM Backfile Upgrade 2020
SAGE Journals STM Shallow Backfile DSTMS2B
ProQuest Early European Books, BNCF Collection
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 1
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 2
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 3
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 4
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 5
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 6
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 7
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 8
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 9
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 10
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 11
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 12
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 13
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 14
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 15
ProQuest Early European Books, Collection 16
ProQuest Early European Books, KBNL Collection
ProQuest Early European Books, KBDK Collection
ProQuest Early European Books, Wellcome Trust Collection
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 0
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 1
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 2
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 3
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 4
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 5
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 6
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 7
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 8
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 9
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Collection 10
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online English Literature Collection
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Foundation Collection 1
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Foundation Collection 2
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Foundation Collection 3
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Historical Studies Collection
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online History Collection
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Liberal Arts Collection 1
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Liberal Arts Collection 2
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Liberal Arts Collection 3
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Liberal Arts Collection 4
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Literary Studies Collection
ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online Philosophy & Religion Collection
New frontlist collections

The following new frontlist collections have been added. Since they are considered frontlist, titles will be added throughout the year as content is published and made available. Titles may be added through December 2020.

- Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)
  Cambridge eBooks: Frontlist 2020
  Cambridge eBooks: Frontlist 2020, excluding Law/Medicine
  Cambridge eBooks: Frontlist Collection (2015 to present)
  - Provider: Emerald Insight (emerald)

New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** British Museum Research Publications series (global.5644.462) – contributed by University of the West Library
- Canadian Institute of Mining Metallurgy and Petroleum (global.263688.8) – contributed by École Polytechnique de Montréal
- Dalloz Revues (global.57364.160) – contributed by Maastricht University Library
- *** DTL OA Getty Museum Open Access Ebooks (global.19715.27) - contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- Institute of Physics Sold (global.66242.5) – contributed by Université du Québec à Montréal
- NNU Digital Dissertations and Theses (global.780.5.nnudt) – contributed by Northwest Nazarene University
- *** Online Publishing @ NISCAIR (global.1284.249) – contributed by University of Maryland Libraries

* indicates a new provider
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.
Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection. Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

• Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)

Discontinued Collection: Sony Pictures Classics Complete Collection (alexanderpress.sonyclassicsc)
Discontinued Collection: Sony Pictures Classics Essential Collection (alexanderpress.sonyclassicse)
Discontinued Collection: Sony Pictures Classics Premium Collection (alexanderpress.sonyclassicsp)

• Provider: Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA)

Discontinued Collection: BioOne (CSA.bioone)
Discontinued Collection: BioOne II (CSA.bioone2)
Discontinued Collection: PsycARTICLES (CSA.psycarticles)
Select this collection instead: ProQuest PsycARTICLES (PQUEST.soh11973)

• Provider: Emerald Insight (emerald)

Select These Collections Instead: Emerald Business, Management and Economics eBook Series Collection Frontlist (emerald.BusMgmtEconEbooksFront)
*please select the collection that is appropriate to your subscription

Discontinued Collection: Emerald Social Sciences eBook Series Collection (emerald.SocialScienceEbooks)
Select These Collections Instead: Emerald Social Sciences eBook Series Collection Frontlist (emerald.SocialScienceEbooksFront)
Emerald Social Sciences eBook Series Collection Purchase (emerald.SocialScienceEbooksPurch)
Emerald Social Sciences eBook Series Collection Subscription (emerald.SocialScienceEbooksSub)
*please select the collection that is appropriate to your subscriptions

• Provider: Free Access Content (freeAccess)
Discontinued Collection: Free Medical Books (freeAccess.fb4d)

Discontinued Collection: Free Medical Journals (freeAccess.fj4d)

Discontinued Collection: Geoscience E-Journals (freeAccess.gej)

Discontinued Collection: Illinois Periodicals Online (freeAccess.ipo)


Discontinued Collection: Open Journal Systems – Public Knowledge Project (freeAccess.ojs)

Discontinued Collection: Other Free Journals (freeAccess.misc)

Discontinued Collection: Simon Fraser Magazines (freeAccess.sfMagazines)

Discontinued Collection: Simon Fraser Serials (freeAccess.sfSerials)

Discontinued Collection: Socolar (freeAccess.socolar)

Discontinued Collection: Synergies (freeAccess.synergies)

- Provider: HighWire Press (highwire)

Discontinued Collection: Free Access Journals (highwire.freeart)

Discontinued Collection: HighWire Press (highwire.allJournals)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1418)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2020 SUBC1420 (highwire.sagesubc1420)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1418)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1420 (highwire.sagebcol1420)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Communication and Medial Studies Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0118)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Communication and Media Studies Collection 2020 BCOL0120 (highwire.sagesubcl0120)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Communication and Medial Studies Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0118)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Communication Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0120 (highwire.sagebcol0120)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Community College Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc27)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Community College Subject Collection SUBC2720 (highwire.sagesubc2720)
Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Community College Subject Collection Backfile (highwiresagebcol27)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Community College Subject Collection Backfile BCOL2720 (highwire.sagebcol2720)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Criminology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0218)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Criminology Collection 2020 SUBC0220 (highwire.sagesubc0220)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Criminology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0218)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Criminology Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL 0220 (highwire.sagebcol0220)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0518)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Education Collection 2020 SUBC0520 (highwire.sagesubc0520)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Education Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0518)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Education Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0520 (highwire.sagebcol0520)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Engineering Custom Collection (highwire.sagesubc29)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Engineering Custom Collection SUBC2920 (highwire.sagesubc2920)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Health and Medicine Custom Collection (highwire.sagesubc28)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Health and Medicine Custom Collection SUBC2820 (highwire.sagesubc2820)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2218)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Health Practices and Services Collection 2020 SUBC2220 (highwire.sagesubc2220)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Health Practice and Services Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2218)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Health Practices and Services Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2220 (highwire.sagebcol2220)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Human Resources Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2418)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Human Resources Collection 2020 SUBC2420 (highwire.sagesubc2420)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Human Resources Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2418)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Human Resources Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2420 (highwire.sagebcol2420)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Management and Organization Studies Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0818)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Management and Organization Studies Collection 2020 SUBC0820 (highwire.sagesubc0820)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Materials Science and Engineering w/o ImechE Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1218)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Materials Science and Engineering without IMechE 2019 SUBC1220 (highwire.sagesubc.1220)
Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Materials Science and Engineering Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0918) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Materials Science and Engineering Collection 2020 SUBC0920 (highwire.sagesubc0920)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Materials Science and Engineering Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0918) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Materials Science and Engineering Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0920 (highwire.sagebcol0920)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Medico-Legal Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2118) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Medico-Legal Collection 2020 SUBC2120 (highwire.sagesubc2120)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Medico-Legal Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2118) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Medico-Legal Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2120 (highwire.sagebcol2120)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Mental Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1918) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Mental Health Collection 2020 SUBC1920 (highwire.sagesubc1920)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Mental Health Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1918) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Mental Health Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1920 (highwire.sagebcol1920)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2018) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Neurology Collection 2020 SUBC2020 (highwire.sagesubc2020)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Neurology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2019) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Neurology Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2020 (highwire.bcol2020)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0718) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Nursing and Health Science Collection 2020 SUBC0720 (highwire.sagesubc0720)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Nursing and Public Health Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0718) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Nursing and Health Sciences Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0720 (highwire.sagebcol0720)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Oncology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1618) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Oncology Collection 2020 SUBC2020 (highwire.sagesubc1620)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1818) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Collection 2020 SUBC1820 (highwire.sagesubc1820)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1818) 
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1820)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Oncology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1618)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Oncology Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1620 (highwire.sagebcol1620)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Palliative Medicine and Chronic Care Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1518)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Palliative Medicine and Chronic Care Collection 2020 SUBC1520)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Palliative Medicine and Chronic Care Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1518)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Palliative Medicine and Chronic Care Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1520 (highwire.sagebcol1520)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Pediatrics Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1718)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Pediatrics Collection 2020 (highwire.sagesubc1720)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Pediatrics Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1717)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Pediatrics Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1720 (highwire.sagebcol1720)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Pharmacology and Biomedical Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1318)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Pharmacology and Biomedical Collection 2020 SUBC1320 (highwire.sagesubc1320)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Pharmacology and Biomedical Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1318)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Pharmacology and Biomedical Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1320 (highwire.sagebcol1320)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Politics and International Relations Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0318)
Select this collection instead: Politics and International Relations Collection 2020 SUBC0320 (highwire.sagesubc0320)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Politics and International Relations Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0318)
Select this collection instead: Politics and International Relations Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL 320 (highwire.sagebcol0320)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0618)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Psychology Subject Collection 2020 SUBC0620 (highwire.sagesubc0620)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0618)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Psychology Subject Collection Backfile BCOL0620 (highwire.sagebcol0620)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Public Libraries Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol26)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Public Libraries Subject Collection Backfile BCOL2620 (highwire.sagebcol26)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Religion Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc1118)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Theology Collection 2019 SUBC1120 (highwire.sagesubc1120)
Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Religion Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1118)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Theology Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1120 (highwire.sagebcol1120)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Research Methods Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2518)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Research Methods Collection 2020 SUBC2520 (highwire.sagesubc2520)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Research Methods Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2518)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Research Methods Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL2520 (highwire.sage2520)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals RSM Package Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc2318)
Select this collection instead: SAGE The Royal Society of Medicine Collection 2020 SUBC2320 (highwire.sagesubc2320)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals RSM Package Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol2318)
Select this collection instead: SAGE The Royal Society of Medicine Collection backfile 2020 BCOL2320 (highwire.sagebcol2320)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Sociology Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc0418)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Sociology Collection 2020 SUBC0420 (highwire.sagesubc0420)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Sociology Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol0418)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Sociology Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL0420 (highwire.sagebcol0420)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection (highwire.sagesubc.1018)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2020 SUBC1020 (highwire.sagesubc1020)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Journals Urban Studies and Planning Subject Collection Backfile (highwire.sagebcol1018)
Select this collection instead: SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection Backfile 2020 BCOL1020 (highwire.sagebcol1020)

• Provider: MD Consult (mdconsult)

*please select the Elsevier ClinicalKey (elsevier) collection(s) that is appropriate for your subscription(s)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Complete Medical Clinics Package (Science Direct) (mdconsult.sdClinicsComplete)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Core Clinics (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.cliniclistPAuth)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Core Clinics (Password Authentication) (mdconsult.cliniclist)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Core Clinics (Science Direct) (mdconsult.sdClinicsCore)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Core Journals Online (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.journalscoreIPAUTH)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Core Journals Online (Password Authentication) (mdconsult.journalscore)

Discontinued Collection: MD Consult eBooks (mdconsult.ebooks)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Essential Medical Clinics Package (Science Direct) (mdconsult.sdClinicsEss)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Full Clinics Series Package (Science Direct) (mdconsult.sdClinicsFull)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Infectious Disease (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.journalsinfectIPAUTH)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Infectious Disease (Password Authentication) (mdconsult.journalsinfect)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Internal Medicine eJournals (Science Direct) (mdconsult.sdIntMed)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Nursing eJournals (ScienceDirect) (mdconsult.sdNurs)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Pain Medicine (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.journalspainIPAUTH)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Pain Medicine (Password Authentication) (mdconsult.journalspain)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine (mdconsult.journalsresp)
Discontinued Collection: MD Consult Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.journalsrespIPAUTH)
Discontinued Collection: Mosby's Nursing Consult Books (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.nursingBooksIPAUTH)
Discontinued Collection: Mosby's Nursing Consult Books (Password Authentication (mdconsult.nursingBooks)
Discontinued Collection: Mosby's Nursing Consult Journals (IP Authentication) (mdconsult.nursingIPAUTH)
Discontinued Collection: Mosby's Nursing Consult Journals (Password Authentication) (mdconsult.nursing)
Discontinued Collection: Open Access eJournals (McGill) (global.53639.8.mcgillejournalsopenaccess)

Statistics

711 providers
15,587 collections
46,502,340 records